Julio 2017

Oportunidades de negocio
INDUSTRIAS CREATIVAS

Greek trading company is looking for new suppliers of interior decoration fabrics to
establish a distribution agreement.

Greek trading company of interior decoration fabrics and accessories is looking for
new European-based suppliers to formulate a distribution agreement.
BRGR20170313001

Dutch designer seeks a manufacturer of washed canvas and leather bags.

The young Dutch SME started out recently in 2016, they are designing and selling,
high-quality bags made out of washed canvas and leather. The products are sold on
the international market. The company seeks a manufacturer, who has experience
in processing washed canvas and leather fabrics into high-quality bags.
BRNL20160916001

Danish designer seeks manufacturer of decorative wooden figurines

A Danish designer has launched a collection of oak figurines in the shape of animals
and is now looking for a manufacturer with a track record in the production of similar
very high quality products.
BRDK20170209001
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British company seeks online learning tools for primary schools via distribution or
licensing agreements.

A British company specialised in the development of online language learning tools
for primary schools (children aged between 5 and 14 years old). The company is
looking for innovative online learning tools to distribute in the UK market via
distribution services or licensing agreements.
BRUK20161219001

Dutch company seeks manufacturer of towels.

The Dutch company started out in 2016. It came into existence because the owner
developed an innovative towel to be used in the bathroom or kitchen and wanted to
build a brand around it. For this innovative towel, the Dutch company is looking for a
manufacturing partner.
BRNL20160829002

A Dutch shoe designer is looking for a new supplier of wooden soles and heels and
firm insoles that can be used with an innovative high heel.

A company based in the Netherlands designs their own brands of luxury shoes. One
brand has wooden soles and heels and the other brand a self developed innovative
high heels. For the manufacturing of these shoes, they are looking for a supplier of
wooden soles and heels and firm insoles. The company is interested in a
manufacturing or subcontracting agreement.
BRNL20160810002

Greek cooperative company trading food and fruit products is interested in exhibition
services support.

A Greek cooperative company trading in food and fruits products is searching for a
company that provides efficient marketing services and business support to the
company’s participation in international exhibitions.
BRGR20161114001
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Architectural and urban design company is looking for subcontractors.

The UK architectural and urban design company is a leading multinational
organisation that is responsible for delivering some of the most iconic and innovative
new buildings and urban settings in the world. The UK company is looking for new
experienced subcontracting partners providing architectural and urban design
services to work with them on bidding for, designing and delivering new large-scale
projects in Europe and beyond.
BRUK20160902001

French fictional character license owner and by-product developer seeks PVC
rotational moulding subcontractor in Spain.

This South-West of France located company is specialized in the development of
fiction by-products. It seeks a subcontractor for rotational casting manufacture. The
polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pieces are less than 50 cm in size. The partner will have to
proceed with plastic injection and mold manufacturing. It should be located in Spain.
BRFR20160704001

Accessories for children photography are requested under manufacturing agreement.

A company from North West Poland specialised in artistic photography is looking for
children’s photography accessories (clothes, props, backgrounds etc.). Cooperation
in the form of a manufacturing or distribution agreement is requested.
BRPL20161221002

Danish designer seeks manufacturer of stoneware cups, plates and bowls.

A Danish designer creates various design items, from kitchenware to small furniture
and is now looking for a partner who can deliver extremely high quality cast
stoneware bowls, cups and plates with reactive glaze under a manufacturing
agreement.
BRDK20161020001
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Danish start-up seeks a manufacturer for their metal and wood wall sculptures.

The Danish design company specialises in wall design based on laser cut metal and
wood with a high quality finish and is looking for an experienced manufacturer, a
strong communicator used to working with designers and exclusive products, to
produce their existing three designs.
BRDK20161129001
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